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WALK TIME 
BASICS



TRADITIONAL DOG COLLAR
Give your dog a smart and confident new look with this 

classic, preppy fabric dog collar 

The Traditional Dog Collar features an old-school metal buckle 
and is handcrafted with reclaimed materials like silk ties, cotton 

shirts, chinos, and corduroy pants. It’s flexible yet sturdy, 
available in multiple widths and lengths to fit your pup.



SMALL
5/8” wide

For dogs with neck size of 
8” to 10”

$24

MEDIUM
3/4” wide

For dogs with neck size of 
10” to 13”

$28

LARGE
1” wide

For dogs with neck size of 
14” to 17”

$32

Additional holes can be added if your dog is between sizes.

Traditional Dog Collar

Handcrafted with reclaimed materials

SHOP COLLARS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/dog-collars


BAG DISPENSER
It's like a tiny Dopp kit that dispenses waste 

bags to pick up after your dog

This tailored pouch clips to a leash so you’re 
prepared when you grab your leash and go. It's 

handcrafted with reclaimed materials like wool sport 
jackets, cotton shirts, chinos, and corduroy pants.



Bag Dispenser

Handcrafted with reclaimed materials

Measures 2 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 4” 

Holds a standard roll of poo bags and has a metal swivel hook for clipping onto a leash

$25

SHOP BAG DISPENSERS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/bag-dispensers


MUTT LOVE DOG LEASH
Inspired by shelter pets of mysterious backgrounds

The Mutt Love Dog Leash celebrates what makes mutts 
special. Each is one of a kind, pieced together from bits and 

scraps saved from being tossed because they’re not the 
right shape or size for other projects. 



RECLAIMED DENIM  
DOG LEASH

The perfect complement to a smart and polished  
Traditional Dog Collar

A dog leash in classic American denim goes with everything.  
This sturdy leash features thick accent stitching, inspired by the 

styling on your favorite pair of jeans. 



Mutt Love Dog Leash

Handcrafted with reclaimed wool and cotton

6 feet long

Has a metal swivel snap hook for clipping onto a collar or harness, and a metal loop for attaching a poo bag dispenser

$30

Reclaimed Denim Dog Leash

Handcrafted with reclaimed denim

SHOP LEASHES

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/leashes-for-medium-to-small-dogs


DOG 
JACKETS



TAILORED CLASSIC  
DOG JACKET
Handcrafted from tasteful,  

classic materials 

Inspired by traditional tailoring, this fully 
lined jacket features timeless, classic design. 

It wraps around your dog with button-on 
adjustable and reversible tabs for a refined 

experience. Each one is one of a kind, with a 
preppy, intellectual character.

Handcrafted with reclaimed wool and cotton

For extra small, small, and 
medium dogs

$175

SHOP JACKETS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/dog-jackets


SNAPPY COLLARED 
DOG JACKET

Also known as “The Sherlock”

This jacket is handcrafted from reclaimed 
wool and flannel. The timeless design is 

both cute and smart, and the feel is soft and 
flexible to keep your dog warm without bulk. 
It closes with a metal snap in the front, and 
two metal snaps around the belly that can 

be sized to fit your pup.

Handcrafted with reclaimed wool

For extra small, small, and 
medium dogs

$62

SHOP JACKETS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/dog-jackets


TOYS AND STORAGE



POCKET CRITTER  
INTERACTIVE TREAT TOY

A soft and huggable treat toy that gives your pet a mental 
challenge and problem to solve

Hide a few small treats or kibble in the pocket and wait for your dog 
to sniff her way over and investigate. And once the hunt is finished, 
the soft toy makes a huggable and cuddly nap time buddy. Designed 

for gentler dogs (who don’t tear apart toys with zeal).  
Available in Regular and Extra Small.

Handcrafted from mixed materials (some reclaimed)



REGULAR SIZE
5 1/2” x 7 1/2”

Designed for dogs around 10 pounds and larger

$16

EXTRA SMALL SIZE
3 1/4” x 4 3/4”

Designed for cats and the smallest dog breeds like a Yorkie or Chihuahua

$14
SHOP TOYS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/pocket-critter-pet-toys


CANVAS PET TOY BASKET
A pet-height foldover bin that’s designed to fit with your home’s 

decor, not to look like a trendy pet product

Store your pet’s toys in this canvas organizing bin  
inspired by classic boat totes. It has a rugged base  
that holds up to being scooted around the floor,  

and is fully lined. Available in two sizes.



Canvas Pet Toy Basket

Handcrafted with heavy weight canvas and reclaimed materials

SMALL
6” square at the base; folded height is 6 inches 

Holds 3-5 small toys

$25

LARGE
7” square at the base; folded height is 6 1/2 inches

Holds 4-6 small toys

$30
SHOP TOY BASKETS

http://oxforddogma.com/collections/canvas-toy-basket


CUSTOM ARTWORK



CUSTOM PET PORTRAIT
For pet parents who are head over heels  

about their furry kid

Drawing inspiration from photos of your pet and details about their 
unique personality, I’ll create the digital artwork that can be used 
for a variety of things such as printing and framing, greeting cards, 

or accessories like t-shirts, mugs, tote bags, stickers — wherever you 
want to say you’re a proud and loving pet parent. 



Custom Pet Portrait
Created as a digital artwork file, and can be scaled up or down to any size for any printing or online use

Prices start at $85 for one pet. Special pricing for multiple pets available.

ORDER A CUSTOM PORTRAIT

http://oxforddogma.com/pages/contact


MORE LOVE FOR MORE PETS

Designed and handcrafted by Amy Lamp           (480) 577-5094           amy@oxforddogma.com

oxforddogma.com

Each handcrafted Oxford Dogma item is one of a kind or few of a kind. 
Visit oxforddogma.com to shop for these or similar items. 

Do you have a special request?

Every purchase supports shelters  
to help more pets in need feel loved.

GET IN TOUCH ABOUT A CUSTOM ORDER HERE

http://oxforddogma.com
http://oxforddogma.com
http://oxforddogma.com/pages/custom-orders

